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**ABSTRACT**

Transcription of the acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC)-\(\alpha\) gene is initiated from two promoters, promoter I (PI) and promoter II (PII) such that transcripts demonstrate heterogeneity in their 5' untranslated regions (UTR). Exons 1 and 2 (E1 and E2) are the primary exons in transcripts initiated from PI and PII respectively; E5 is the first coding exon present in all transcripts. In addition alternative exon splicing results in transcripts that either include or exclude a 47 nucleotide sequence corresponding to E4, such that E[1/4/5] and E[1/5] type transcripts result from PI activity, whereas transcripts containing E[2/4/5] or E[2/5] in the 5'UTR result from PII. In subcutaneous adipose tissue from non-pregnant non-lactating sheep approximately 60% of ACC-\(\alpha\) transcripts are derived from PI, of which 85% are the E[1/5] type. Lactation resulted in an 88% reduction in total PI transcripts, of which the E[1/5] type was reduced 90% and the E[1/4/5] type 80%. By contrast lactation reduced the total levels of PII transcripts by only 50%. Culture of explants from the subcutaneous depot of lactating sheep with insulin plus dexamethasone for 72 h resulted in an 8-fold increase in both E[1/4/5] and E[1/5] types when compared with explants prior to culture. PII transcripts, by contrast, were increased 2-fold by culture in insulin plus dexamethasone and this was entirely attributed to an increase in the expression of the E[2/4/5] type. Dexamethasone acts to potentiate the action of insulin on PI and PII transcript abundance and this effect is greatest for PI transcripts. This study has demonstrated that repression of the ACC-\(\alpha\) gene in adipose tissue during lactation is largely achieved through attenuation of PI transcript abundance and may be related, in part, to a change in the sensitivity of the apparatus that regulates PI transcript steady-state levels to insulin.
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**INTRODUCTION**

During late pregnancy and into lactation *de novo* fatty acid synthesis in adipose tissue is markedly suppressed (Vernon 1988) and the tissue becomes physiologically adapted to release stored lipid as part of a strategy to direct metabolites to the mammary gland for the synthesis and secretion of milk (Barber *et al.* 1997). Acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC), the flux-determining enzyme in the regulation of the lipogenic pathway, exists in isozymic forms that can be partially ascribed to transcription from two distinct genes, ACC-\(\alpha\) and ACC-\(\beta\) (Luo *et al.* 1989, Ha *et al.* 1996). The ACC-\(\alpha\) gene gives rise to the 265 kDa isozyme which is expressed in all cell types but demonstrates elevated expression and is the major form in the lipogenic tissues of adipose tissue and liver, and in mammary gland during lactation (Lopez-Casillas *et al.* 1991, Winz *et al.* 1994, Abu-Elheiga *et al.* 1995). ACC-\(\beta\), corresponding to the 275–280 kDa isozyme, is the major form in heart and skeletal muscle, where it is implicated in the regulation of fatty acid \(\beta\)-oxidation in mitochondria (Ha *et al.* 1996, Abu-Elheiga *et al.* 1997).

Expression of the ACC-\(\alpha\) isozyme is regulated in a complex fashion both in the short term, through allosteric mechanisms and reversible phosphorylation that determines the proportion of active enzyme (Kim *et al.* 1989), and chronically through regulation of transcription of the gene (Kim & Tae 1994). Furthermore, transcription of the ACC-\(\alpha\) gene is initiated from two promoters, promoter I (PI) and promoter II (PII), resulting in transcripts...
with heterogeneity in the 5’ untranslated region (UTR) (Luo et al. 1989, Ha et al. 1994). Exons 1 and 2 (E1 and E2) are the primary exons in transcripts initiated from PI and PII respectively; E5 is the first coding exon present in all transcripts. In addition, alternative exon splicing results in transcripts that either include or exclude a 47 nucleotide sequence corresponding to E4 (Luo et al. 1989, Barber & Travers 1995). PI transcripts are principally expressed in the adipose tissue of freely feeding rats whereas PII transcripts demonstrate a ubiquitous tissue distribution (Lopez-Casillas et al. 1991, Kim et al. 1996).

Previous studies have established that total ACC enzyme activity, the proportion of the enzyme in the active state and the total level of ACC-α transcripts are markedly suppressed in ovine adipose tissue during lactation (Vernon et al. 1991, Travers et al. 1997). The factors responsible for this reduction in lipogenic potential are not completely clear though hypoinsulinaemia together with raised serum growth hormone and insulin resistance of the adipocytes are implicated (Vernon 1988). Indeed, adipose tissue from lactating sheep is initially refractory to stimulation by insulin in vitro, though after 24 h of culture the rate of fatty acid synthesis, ACC enzyme activity and ACC-α transcript abundance increase markedly (Vernon & Finley 1988, Vernon et al. 1991, Travers et al. 1997). To delineate this insulin signalling impairment further and to examine the role of ACC-α promoter usage and transcript diversity in the repression of lipogenic potential in ovine adipose tissue during lactation we have conducted this current study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

Sheep were Finn–Dorset Horn cross-bred animals, fed on hay and cereals for at least 4 weeks before slaughter as previously described (Vernon et al. 1981). Animals were used either as controls (non-pregnant non-lactating), pregnant or lactating. Pregnant animals were used between days 100 and 105 of gestation, and lactating ewes, suckling at least two lambs, were used at about day 18 of lactation. Animals were anaesthetised and exsanguinated and samples of subcutaneous adipose tissue obtained, snap frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen.

Tissue culture

Subcutaneous adipose tissue removed aseptically from lactating animals was used to prepare explants. These were maintained in culture in Medium 199 as described previously (Robertson et al. 1982) for 72 h in combinations of insulin (17 nM) and dexamethasone (10 nM). Fresh explants of adipose tissue and explants after culture were snap frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen.

RNase protection assay

A 509 nucleotide EcoRI-XhoI fragment corresponding to 242 nucleotides of E1, the 47 nucleotides of E4 and 220 nucleotides of E5 (Barber & Travers 1995) was cloned into plasmid pGEM-7zf+ (p1AEX) and used to generate sense transcript with SP6 RNA polymerase and antisense transcript with [α32P]CTP and T7 RNA polymerase (Nielsen & Shapiro 1986, Kreig & Melton 1987) (see later Fig. 1B). To measure PII transcripts directly an ACC-α cDNA comprising 21 nucleotide of E2, the 47 nucleotide E4 and 196 nucleotides of E5 was amplified from lactating sheep mammary gland cDNA by 5’ rapid amplification of cDNA ends PCR (RACE-PCR) (Frohman et al. 1988). Briefly, total RNA was isolated from lactating sheep mammary gland using guanidinium isothiocyanate and centrifugation through caesium chloride (Chirgwin et al. 1979). cDNA was prepared from 2 µg of this RNA using MMLV reverse transcriptase (Gibco-BRL, Paisley, Strathclyde, UK), and the synthesis primed with an oligonucleotide (5’ CTTTCGGTGCTCGACCTTGT) antisense to nucleotides +579 to +595 of the ovine ACC-α cDNA (Barber & Travers 1995). Due to the high GC content (greater than 80%) found at the 5’ end of the previously cloned rat ACC-α cDNA (Luo et al. 1989), RNA was denatured at 90 °C for 2 min before annealing of the primer and extension of the cDNA at 42 °C using the conditions recommended by the manufacturer. Single-stranded cDNA was purified through Sephadex G-50 and precipitated. After centrifugation and drying, the cDNA was 3’ tailed with dATP using terminal transferase. Approximately one-quarter of the cDNA was used to amplify a region of DNA using a downstream primer corresponding to nucleotides +464 to +491 of the ovine ACC-α cDNA (5’ TCTGAGCTGACAGAGGCTGGTGACAG), a T-adaptor primer (5’ GACTCGAGTCGACATCGTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT) and an adaptor primer (5’ GACTCGAGTCGACATCG) (Frohman et al. 1988). After an initial denaturation at 94 °C for 5 min, 35 cycles of amplification were carried out as follows: denaturation at 92 °C for 30 s, annealing at 55 °C for 30 s, and extension at 72 °C for 30 s. One-tenth of the product was then resolved on a 1% (w/v) agarose/TBE gel and visualised by ethidium bromide staining. The remainder of the product
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was purified using a Promega Wizard PCR clean-up kit (Promega, Southampton, Hants, UK), ligated into the pDK101 cloning vector (Kovacic et al. 1991) and used to transform competent JM109 cells (Hanahan 1985). Antisense transcripts were synthesised from a single recombinant (p3E2) (Fig. 1C) with SP6 RNA polymerase.

Tissue samples were powdered in a mortar and pestle using liquid nitrogen and homogenised in 5 M guanidinium isothiocyanate, 100 mM EDTA, pH 7·0, using a constant tissue to volume ratio. Aliquots (40 µl) of these were hybridised to the antisense cRNA and subsequently digested using RNaseA/RNase T1 and proteinase K as described by Firestein et al. (1987). In addition standard amounts of sense transcript were hybridised to the antisense transcript as positive controls. After extraction with phenol and chloroform the samples were precipitated twice and rinsed with 80% (v/v) alcohol. Samples were dried, resuspended and, after denaturing in formamide loading buffer at 85 °C, resolved on a 6% (w/v) acrylamide/7 M urea sequencing gel (Maniatis et al. 1975). After drying, the gels were exposed to a Kodak phosphor screen overnight. The resulting images were scanned using a Molecular Dynamics (Sunnyvale, CA, USA) phosphorimager 445 SI and the volume of each band obtained using ImageQuant software (Molecular Dynamics). DNA content of the homogenates was measured by a modification of the method of Labarca & Paigen (1980). In this, tissue samples were homogenised in 5 M guanidinium isothiocyanate, 100 mM EDTA, pH 7·0, and extracted with four volumes of water-saturated chloroform before being assayed as described.

Measurement of the rate of fatty acid synthesis

The rate of fatty acid synthesis in cultured adipose explants was determined from the amount of incorporation of [1-14C]acetate (1 µCi/ml culture medium) into total lipid over a 4 h incubation. Tissue was homogenised in 5 M guanidinium isothiocyanate, 100 mM EDTA, pH 7·0 and total lipid was extracted with an equal volume of water-saturated chloroform, the chloroform phase collected and evaporated and the samples scintillation counted.

RESULTS

Two RNase protection assays were established (Fig. 1) to evaluate the contribution of PI and PII (Fig. 1A) activity to total ACC-α mRNA in ovine adipose tissue. p1AEX (Fig. 1B) comprises E1+E4+E5; full-length protected fragments (509 nucleotides) correspond to E[1/4/5] type transcripts whereas E[1/5] type transcripts are represented by the E1 (242 nucleotides)+E5 (220 nucleotides) portions of the probe in equimolar amounts. PII transcripts are represented by the E4+E5 (E[2/4/5]; 267 nucleotides) and the E5 (E[2/5]) protected fragments. To confirm these deductions about PII transcripts an RNase protection assay based on p3E2, a plasmid comprising a 264 nucleotide sequence corresponding to E2+E4+E5 was also used (Fig. 1C) in separate assays.

Figure 2 demonstrates use of the p1AEX (Fig 2a and b) and p3E2 (Fig. 2c) RNase protection assays on adipose tissue homogenates from non-pregnant non-lactating, pregnant and lactating sheep, and from tissue from lactating sheep cultured with insulin plus dexamethasone. Data from these assays were normalised to take into account the contribution of each of the protected fragments in molar terms and for the DNA content of the homogenates (Table 1). In subcutaneous adipose tissue from non-pregnant non-lactating sheep, approximately 60% of ACC-α transcripts were derived from PI, of which 85% are the E[1/5] type. Pregnancy and the subsequent lactation resulted in an 88% reduction in PI transcripts (P<0·001), of which the E[1/5] type was reduced by 90% (P<0·001) and the E[1/4/5] type by 80% (P<0·001). By contrast pregnancy and lactation reduced the total levels of PII transcripts by only 50% (P<0·001) with the greatest suppression being observed in the level of expression of the E[2/4/5] splice variant. Repression of ACC-α transcripts was evident by 100 days of pregnancy and maintained into lactation. Culture of explants from the subcutaneous depot of lactating sheep with insulin plus dexamethasone for 72 h resulted in an 8-fold increase (P<0·001) in both E[1/4/5] and E[1/5] types when compared with explants prior to culture. PII transcripts, by contrast, were increased approximately 2-fold (P<0·01) by culture with insulin plus dexamethasone and this was entirely attributed to an approximately 4-fold increase (P<0·001) in the expression of the E[2/4/5] type (Table 1). Direct measurement of the E[2/4/5] transcript with the p3E2 riboprobe (Fig. 2c) confirmed the magnitude of the induction of this mRNA in explant culture with insulin plus dexamethasone (data not shown). Maintenance of adipose tissue explants in culture for 72 h in the absence of exogenous hormones resulted in a level of ACC-α transcripts similar to that of the freshly prepared explants.

In a second study, to determine the separate roles of insulin and dexamethasone in the induction of ACC-α transcripts in adipose tissue explants from lactating sheep, it was observed that culture with
insulin alone for 72 h increased the abundance of both PI and PII transcripts approximately 2-fold \((P<0.01)\) compared with culture with no added hormones for the same period; expression of the E\([1/5]\) and E\([2/4/5]\) splice variants was most enhanced by culture in insulin (Fig. 3a and b).

Culture with dexamethasone alone for 72 h had no effect on the total levels of PI and PII transcripts or in the pattern of splice variants expressed, compared with culture with no added hormones for the same period. Culture with insulin plus dexamethasone resulted in an approximately
4·5-fold \((P < 0·001)\) increase in both E[1/4/5] and E[1/5] transcripts compared with culture with insulin alone. By comparison culture with insulin plus dexamethasone resulted in a further 1·5-fold increase in total PII transcripts compared with culture with insulin alone, and this was entirely achieved through an increase in the E[2/4/5] variant (Fig. 3a and b) as demonstrated above (Table 1). Thus dexamethasone acts to potentiate the action of insulin on PI and PII transcript abundance and this effect is greatest for PI transcripts. By contrast, culture with insulin alone stimulated the rate of fatty acid synthesis in adipose explants approximately 3-fold \((P < 0·001)\) compared with culture with no added hormones and this was stimulated a further 2-fold by culture with insulin plus dexamethasone (Table 2).

**DISCUSSION**

A major feature of the repression of the ACC-\(\alpha\) gene in adipose tissue during late pregnancy and into lactation is that it is largely promoter specific. The levels of PI transcripts are potently repressed whereas those of PII are diminished only to a relatively minor extent. It is important to note, however, that the RNase protection assays used in this study measure the steady-state levels of ACC-\(\alpha\) transcripts derived from PI and PII, and thus the
observed levels of transcripts reflect the interaction of transcription, mRNA stability and processing components rather than transcriptional activity alone. The physiological significance of the dual promoter system is unclear at present but may relate in part to the specialisation of adipocytes for fatty acid synthesis and storage, a function distinct from the synthesis of fatty acids for incorporation into cell membranes. PI transcripts are principally expressed in the adipose tissue of freely fed rats whereas PII transcripts exhibit a ubiquitous distribution (Kim et al. 1996). Furthermore, the elevated hepatic lipogenesis that occurs through starvation and refeeding rats a high carbohydrate diet or in pathological conditions such as the genetically obese fa/fa Zucker rat is associated with the emergence of hepatic PI transcripts (Lopez-Casillas et al. 1991, 1992). The specific repression of PI in ovine adipose tissue during lactation when lipogenesis is suppressed (Vernon et al. 1981) and the tissue becomes adapted to release stored lipid as part of a strategy to direct metabolites to the mammary gland (Barber et al. 1997) is consistent with this hypothesis. However, only 5–10% of the cells that comprise adipose tissue in sheep are adipocytes (Travers et al. 1997). This raises some concerns that the PI and PII activities may actually reside in separate cell types and that the specificity of PI repression may be achieved at the level of a cell membrane receptor. However, fractionation of adipose tissue into the stromovascular cells (endothelial cells and fibroblasts) and an adipocyte-enriched fraction demonstrated that PI transcripts are exclusively associated with the adipocytes whereas PII transcripts are associated with both fractions, though the level of expression is markedly higher in the adipocyte fraction (results not shown). This implies that the majority of PII activity also resides in adipocytes and consequently the specificity of PI repression arises as a result of the chromatin configuration in the vicinity of the PI promoter.

Repression of the ACC-α gene is a major factor in the suppression of fatty acid synthesis in adipose tissue that occurs during pregnancy and into lactation and is associated with a decline in serum insulin concentrations and the development of insulin insensitivity by the tissue (Vernon et al. 1981, Travers et al. 1997, Guesnet et al. 1991). Such insensitivity to insulin manifests itself in vitro by a lag phase of 24–32 h before the induction of the rate of fatty acid synthesis, an increase in the proportion of ACC enzyme in the active state, induction of total ACC enzyme activity and increases in the levels of ACC-α mRNA by culture with insulin plus dexamethasone are observed (Vernon & Finley 1988, Vernon et al. 1991, Travers et al. 1997). This present study has further shown that the diminished level of PI ACC-α transcripts in adipose tissue from lactating sheep can be potently stimulated by culture of explants with insulin plus dexamethasone; PII transcripts are also increased though to a lesser extent. Interestingly, culture with insulin plus dexamethasone also promotes the inclusion of a sequence corresponding to E4 into transcripts such that the increase in PII transcripts is almost entirely due to the increase in the E[2/4/5] species. Furthermore, relative to adipose tissue from

### Table 1. Expression of PI and PII ACC-α transcripts in adipose tissue during pregnancy and lactation and in explants from lactating sheep cultured with insulin plus dexamethasone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue in vivo</th>
<th>Explants in culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (n=13)</td>
<td>Pregnant (n=4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E[1/5]</td>
<td>2158 ± 466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E[2/4/5]</td>
<td>726 ± 117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E[2/5]</td>
<td>1021 ± 162</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†††Means significantly different (P<0·001) when pregnant animals are compared with non-lactating animals. *** Means significantly different (P<0·01 and P<0·01 respectively) when lactating animals are compared with non-pregnant non-lactating animals, and when adipose tissue explants cultured with insulin plus dexamethasone are compared with explants at zero time or after culture with no hormones.
Effect of tissue culture in the presence of combinations of insulin and dexamethasone on the expression of ACC-α transcripts in subcutaneous adipose tissue explants from lactating sheep. Homogenates were prepared from subcutaneous adipose tissue of lactating sheep (SC) and from the same tissue cultured for 72 h in combinations of insulin (I) and dexamethasone (D) or no additions (NA). Zero (0) corresponds to homogenates made from explants prior to culture. These were used in an RNase protection assay with antisense ACC transcript corresponding to E1, 4 and 5 (a). The protected fragments were quantified using a phosphorimager with ImageQuant software. Transcripts corresponding to E[1/4/5], E[1/5], E[2/4/5] and E[2/5] ACC-α mRNA were determined (Fig. 1) and expressed as arbitrary units/mg tissue DNA (b). Values are the means ± s.e.m. of four observations.
non-pregnant non-lactating animals the ratio of E[1/4/5] to E[1/5] transcripts is also increased by culture with insulin plus dexamethasone. Together, these suggest that the splicing mechanism that results in the inclusion of E4 into ACC-α transcripts is regulated in part by the action of insulin. Sequences corresponding to E4 are well conserved from chicken to man and alternative exon splicing of E4 has been demonstrated in a number of species (Lopez-Casillas et al. 1989, Ha et al. 1994, Barber & Travers 1995). In contrast to our findings in ovine adipose tissue, in which transcripts that lack E4 predominate, the majority of ACC-α transcripts in rat tissues, including adipose tissue (Lopez-Casillas et al. 1991) and in chicken liver appear to include E4 (El Khadir-Mounier et al. 1996). Thus, the significance of transcript heterogeneity due to the inclusion or exclusion of E4 in ACC-α mRNA is unclear at present and remains to be determined.

This present study has demonstrated synergy between glucocorticoid and insulin on the abundance of ACC-α transcripts and that potentiation of insulin action by glucocorticoid is considerably more marked for PI than for PII transcripts. In this respect, the effect of the interaction between glucocorticoid and insulin on the transcript steady-state levels could be exerted through increased transcription or result in mRNA stabilisation, or a combination of both. Further work will be required to distinguish between these possibilities. However, the machinery that regulates the pattern of 5’UTR ACC-α splice variants appears to be determined by the action of insulin alone as the relative pattern of the transcripts is not further modulated by insulin plus dexamethasone. Furthermore, a previous study has demonstrated that glucocorticoid potentiates, in vitro in adipose explants from lactating sheep, the action of insulin on the proportion of ACC in the active state (Vernon et al. 1991). Thus insulin–glucocorticoid interaction is evident at both the level of ACC-α gene expression and the enzymatic machinery. Whether the interaction occurs prior to the bifurcation of the signal to the gene expression and enzymatic components or at each locus independently remains to be established. In contrast to serum insulin, glucocorticoid concentrations tend to rise with lactation in both ruminants and non-ruminants (Cowie et al. 1980) thus implying that insulin responsiveness per se is pivotal to the lipogenic suppression in adipose tissue. However, insulin–glucocorticoid interaction at key points of the lipogenic pathway may result in those points being most sensitive to the fall in serum insulin that occurs in late pregnancy (Vernon et al. 1981). This may partially explain the relative repression of ACC-α PI transcripts compared with those of PII that occurs in adipose tissue during lactation. However, growth hormone, which is potently insulin antagonistic and thus anti-lipogenic in sheep adipose tissue in vitro (Vernon & Finley 1988, Vernon et al. 1991, Borland et al. 1994) and in rodent adipocyte cell lines (Schwartz & Carter-Su 1988), increases in concentration markedly during lactation in sheep (Vernon et al. 1981) and may impart changes in the pattern of gene expression that result in the attenuation of the insulin signal to specific components of the lipid synthetic machinery of the adipocyte. This study has demonstrated that one of those targets results in the potent repression of ACC-α PI transcript abundance.
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**Table 2. Effects of tissue culture in the presence of combinations of insulin and dexamethasone on the rate of fatty acid synthesis (µmol acetate incorporated/4 h per mg tissue DNA) by subcutaneous adipose tissue explants from lactating sheep. Tissue was maintained in culture for 72 h in combinations of insulin and dexamethasone or no additions before measurement of the rate of fatty acid synthesis. The time zero value corresponds to the rate of lipogenesis in freshly prepared explants prior to culture. Values were analysed by ANOVA and are the means ± s.e.m. of four observations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>No hormone</th>
<th>Insulin</th>
<th>Dexamethasone</th>
<th>Insulin+dexamethasone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zero</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.9</td>
<td>13.7 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***Means significantly different (P<0.001) when cultures in insulin are compared with zero time; ††† means significantly different (P<0.001) when cultures in insulin+dexamethasone are compared with insulin.
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